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Friday 6th September 2019
Dear Parent and Carers,
I hope you had a restful break. All of the children have come back refreshed and ready to start a new school
year. There have been a number of changes to classes, with many of the previous Sharratt class now
graduating to Seuss class (upstairs). Children were well prepared for this and have embraced the changes
so far.
Seuss class team:
• Ms Bevington
• Ms Glassborow
• Ms Donkor
• Ms Biney
• Ms John (am only)
• Ms Little (pm only)
English
In English we will be reading and watching:

The children will continue to read RWI books throughout the term. Pupils are taught upstairs in Seuss by
Ms Bevington.
Maths
In maths the children will be consolidating place value and counting in tens and units. We will also learn
about length, division and time. Most children in Seuss (with a couple of exceptions) will be following a year
1 curriculum this year and are taught by Ms Glassborow.
Science
The topic for Seuss Science lessons this half term will be the environment. Pupils will learn about different
types of waste, climate change and how we can save water.

Trips
We have several trips booked in already for Seuss class for Autumn term.
• 26th September - Pedal power at Emirates Stadium (9:30am – 2pm)
• 31st October - Apple store
• 14th November - Museum of Childhood
• 25th November - Science Museum
This is in addition to any mainstream class trips.
Zones of emotional regulation
Zones of emotional regulation helps pupils to understand how they feel and to think of a strategy to ‘get
back to the green zone’.
Our new Speech and Language therapist, Emma, will be running some Zones groups to help children think
of new strategies to help them. We will be exploring the different zones and how we can help ourselves as
well as how to ask for help.
Mainstream
All pupils are accessing mainstream lessons several times per week, supported by an adult. Details of this
will be included in the specific year group curriculum letter.
Swimming
Please send in swimming kits every Friday
Yours Sincerely,
Alix Bevington
Assistant Head for Inclusion
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